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Abstract. The existing wireless video sensor networks tracking algorithms have much higher 
performance requirements of the sensor node in networks. For solving this problem, we 
propose a new target trajectory prediction model for non-uniform motion, which takes all the 
possible locations of each target at next moment into consideration. Furthermore, we design a 
K-coverage dynamic optimization algorithm to gain benefit of distributed method based on the 
aforementioned mathematical model. The experimental results indicate that the proposed 
algorithm outperforms the existing algorithms. 
Keywords: wireless video sensor networks; non-uniform motion; K-coverage; prediction 
model. 

1 Introduction 
Recently wireless video sensor networks(WVSNs) have a wide range of application in areas, such as 
monitoring and surveillance, traffic management, and health care[1,3]. Compared with the traditional 
sensor networks, the biggest difference of WVSNs is the function of node, which is capable of 
collecting video information, processing and providing more precise image information in the 
meantime. WVSNs is a new frontier and comprehensive research field involved with sensor 
technology, embedded technology, video technology, wireless communication technology and 
distributed information processing technology. As a kind of wireless sensor networks, besides the 
advantages of common features, WVSNs has its own advantages. For example, network capacity 
enhancement, including node storage capacity and bandwidth resources. Rich media information, 
including static images, dynamic video, color, a more comprehensive resolution. Complexity of 
processing, including video compression coding, image feature extraction, object recognition, data 
fusion. 

One of the most important problems in WVSNs is how to make nodes adjust their field-of-
views(FoV) to enhance the quantity and quality of information collection through network 
communication. The coverage problem is the mainly about monitoring the physical world in hotspots 
with constrained capacity of network node energy, communication bandwidth and processing[2,7,9]. 
The deployment of nodes and effective scheduling is the key technology of coverage problem. 
WVSNs coverage control theory can be divided into regional coverage and target coverage 
considering the point of view of coverage. It can also be divided into static target coverage and 
moving target coverage in the form of the target. 
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The moving target is not a simple uniform motion in real life while may under variable, but 
previous studies of the minimum rotation angle of the moving target K-coverage research, it has not 
been taken into consideration. 

In this paper, we extend the K-coverage for non-uniform motion target problem, and propose a K-
coverage algorithm based on prediction for non-uniform motion target[5]. Because of the difficulty of 
global information acquisition, we put forward a K-coverage dynamic optimization algorithm. Beside 
we propose a non-uniform motion target trajectory prediction model which takes all the possible 
location for each moving target in the next moment into consideration. Simulation results show that 
the coverage quality of non-uniform motion targets has been improved apparently. 

2 Related work  
First we define the appropriate video sensor nodes perceptual model, and then analysis the work 
process of monitoring node. After set reasonable assumption and propose the mathematical model of 
coveragerate evaluation for variable motion, we establish nonlinear optimization model. 

2.1 Rotatable direction perception model 

In this paper, we set video sensor node based on directional sensor model. The sensing area is a sector 
on the 2-D model[2], whose center is node , sensing distance is the radius R and the angle is . 

Definition 1: Rotatable Direction Perception Model: Sensing range of video sensor node is a area 
whose center is the node , sensing distance is the radius R and angle is .  is the angle of the centerline  
in this area, and  is rotational angular velocity of a node. So we can use a quintuple  to describe the 
rotatable direction perception model, which is shown in the Figure 1 as follows: 

 
Figure 1. Rotatable Direction Perception Model 

2.2 Problem overview 

Before the discussion of non-uniform motion target coverage problem, we make following 
assumptions: (1) All nodes of the video sensor network are isomorphic, it means parameters of 
sensing node are the same. (2) Once all nodes in a video sensor network are deployed, the position 
will be constant. (3) Each node in video sensor network knows its own position and sensing direction 
angle. Meanwhile each node is able to control the sensing direction by itself. (4) Real-time position of 
the motion target and velocity information can be obtained by radar / acoustic sensor. (5) The target 
doing non-uniform motion throughout the whole process, but in short interval , it assume that 
acceleration is constant. (6) Moving targets do not influence each other. 

Suppose in a given monitoring area, a set of target  and a set of directional sensor node , each 
directional sensor node is represented by a quintuple , the sensing radius, FoV and rotational angular 
velocity are the same. Each directional sensor can make clockwise rotation or counterclockwise 
rotation, it is means that directional sensor node , whose initial direction angle is , could rotate 
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clockwise or counterclockwise in  degrees, . After the rotation, parameters of node   is updated as . So 
new direction angle is. 

2.3 Non-uniform motion target trajectory prediction model 

Currently main prediction methods for target tracking includes particle filter, Kalman filtering etc[5,8], 
but these methods require a large number of iterations and high processing power from each node. 
Although these techniques are more accurate, they are not suitable for video sensor nodes which have 
limited resources and low calculate ability.  

In this paper, our model is based on probability. As the motion of target is non-uniform, at time 
t+1, its possible reach area namely A will not be a regular shape. If node  can rotate itself to make the 
sensing area cover area A completely, then it will be able to cover the target  at time t+1. Based on the 
current position of target , the nearby video sensor nodes are able to adjust their working direction to 
achieve the K-coverage of target . There are two types of nodes, one can completely cover the area Aat 
time t+1 as mentioned before, the other can partially cover the area A of  at time t+1 and it still has 
chance to cover in the next moment, both situations make the tracking node set . 

Thus, we only need to consider the nodes of tracking node set  of the tracked target , and then 
make decisions in the next moment. Based on suppose 5, at time t+1 the most likely reach position of 
moving target is the location where target continue to move in with acceleration at time t and reached 
after a interval . 

To this end, for the acceleration change at time t+1, this paper introduces the probability density 
function:  

Definition 2: The joint probability density function of moving target acceleration changes : In next 
moment, the target acceleration changes randomly, both the velocity and direction, represented by X, 
Y respectively. So  represents the probability density function of target acceleration change in velocity 
x and in direction y, represents the distribution function of x, y, represents the probability value of that 
X in the interval of [a, b] and Y in the interval of [c, d]. Since the velocity of the target acceleration 
have upper and lower limits. So ,  and it satisfies: 
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2.4 Problem analysis and definition 

Combined with the above coverage probability evaluation model, at time t+1, the possibility of target  
move with acceleration  could be calculated. Meanwhile the possibility of node  cover target is . The 
function of  is: 
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Therefore, at time t, it requires to adjust the monitoring direction of each tracking node in order to 
increase the probability of nodes in the network for covering moving target. The method for 
determining whether target  is covered by video sensor node  at time t is  and the vector  direction 
located in . 

Definition 3: Minimum Rotation Angle Of Non-Uniform Motion Objects Coverage Problem: It 
requires each moving target appearing in monitoring area is covered by at least K different sensor 
nodes every moment. By rotating in a rotational angular velocity  to adjust node monitoring direction, 
and under the precondition of multiple moving targets meet the K-coverage requirements, to minimize 
the sum of the tracking node rotation angle in the covering area.  
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From this we can obtain the following nonlinear optimization model: 
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The objective function represents that during the process of every moving target from entering into 
the monitoring area to leaving the boundary, under the precondition of target  meet K-coverage 
requirement every moment, minimize the sum of sensor node rotation angle. Constraint condition 
represents at time t, each motion target is at least covered by K different video sensor nodes, we utilize 
rounding calculations, and limit the maximum angle of each node rotation by the rotational angular 
velocity . 

3 Distributed coverage algorithm based on prediction 
The problem that we study is a NP complete problem, so it is difficult to solve the nonlinear 
optimization problem we mentioned in last section in polynomial time. In order to solve this problem, 
we need to find a new distributed optimal algorithm. 

In this section, we propose a K-coverage dynamic optimization algorithm, which takes all the 
possible positions that the non-uniform moving target will reach each time into consideration, and 
exchanges information with its neighbor nodes. Then, by using the non-uniform motion target 
trajectory prediction model, we can make decision with the coverage probability value in turn. And 
each moment decision made ahead of time by rotation, which effectively avoid the delay of decision-
making. 

The core idea of the algorithm: we have fully considered all the positions the non-uniform motion 
target will reach next time, the irregular area A. And based on the target trajectory prediction model in 
last section, the node can calculate the coverage probability of the position  itself and produce a 
forecast table C of the coverage probability. is the possible position that target  may reach under the 
sensing angle  of the node  . Table C is as follow: 
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M is the maximum number of the moving targets that fail to reach the K-coverage that the node  
can be covered. Besides N is the number of all the neighbor nodes of node . Each row in table C 
records when the sensing angle of node  is , the maximum value of coverage probability prediction  
can reaches, and the calculating formula of  is: 
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is the coverage probability of the position that the target  may reach when the sensing angle is  
Every moment, video sensor node  start form the current sensing angle , calculating the deviation 

angle , when coverage probability prediction P reach maximum within a range of  , and recorded in 
table C. Then broadcast table C to the neighbor nodes within communication, sort node in descending 
order by P, if agreement, select the node with maximum coverage probability to have priority, if the 
expected coverage values reach K, it can approximately deem that the target have met K-coverage 
requirements, rotate the angle , repeat until the target is reached K level coverage requirements or 
cover the area are selected node. 

Based on above analysis, this paper have proposed K-coverage Prediction for Non-uniform Motion 
Objects Algorithm (KPNMOA). Starting from the first moment, based on the current target position, 
we can estimate the covering area. Each node makes decision by the value of coverage probability 
prediction P.  

4 Simulation result 
We will perform our simulate process and analysis results in this section. Simulation software was 
developed on the Microsoft .Net Framework and finished multiple experiments. Simulation 
environment set as follows: The size of monitoring area is 500×500, count of sensor is 150, radius is 
50, FoV is 60°, direction range is [0,2π], maximum angular velocity is 30°/s, MaxK is 4, initial 
velocity is 10m/s, acceleration range is [-5,5], interval  is 1s.  

Besides set basic parameters as above, we optimize an evaluation function of coverage quality, 
which is influenced by the duration of coverage and the number of nodes coveraged. The calculating 
formula of coverage quality is: 

                                                                  2

1

M

i i
i

Q K t
=

= ∑                                                                  (6) 

 is the weight of  the number of nodes coverage,  is the duration of coverage. 
We compare coverage quality of five kinds of algorithm includes Random, Continue, DPGKCA[4], 

MPKCDA[6] and KPNMOA, under the same environmental parameters. 

 
Figure 2. Impact of number of sensor on coverage quality 

Figure 2 shows performances of five algorithms under different node scales. When the quantity of 
nodes is confirm, algorithm Random and Continue perform similarly. DPGKCA is better than 
Random and Continue and KPNMOA is better than MPKCDA and as the sensor nodes increases. The 
performance of KPNMOA increases notably. 
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Figure 3. Impact of sensor node radius on coverage quality 

Figure 3 shows the impact of sensing radius on coverage quality. With the increase of radius, 
coverage quality rises exponentially. In addition KPNMOA has an advantage over DPGKCA and 
MPKCDA obviously.   

 
Figure 4. Impact of sensor node perception angle on coverage quality 

Figure 4 shows the influence of sensing angle to coverage quality. It is obvious that with the 
increase of radius, KPNMOA perform better than DPGKCA and MPKCDA. 

5 Conclusion and future works 
This paper studies the K-coverage problem for non-uniform motion objects. First, we describe 
rotatable direction perception model of video sensor nodes. Based on the sensing model, we put 
forward the non-uniform motion target trajectory prediction model, which is used to guide sensor 
nodes to rotate. Compared with the previous, it takes the acceleration into consideration and help us to 
analyze the possible havior of motion object in area more accurately. Then, we propose a algorithm 
for optimization, which improves the quality of coverage while reducing the energy consumption of 
the coverage. Finally, the simulation results show the effectiveness of the algorithm. In later work, we 
consider to add the obstacles[3], which will help us to simulate the real environment coverage even 
better. 
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